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An all-in-one space saving indoor unit, Yutaki-SCombi provides both heating 
and domestic hot water up to 60ºC, along with comfort cooling. Priced 
around 18% cheaper than equivalent separate elements, all components 
are factory wired and pre-installed – saving around 8 hours on an average 
installation. The A-rated heat pump has a high COP of 5.02 (2HP) helping 
to reduce heating bills by up to 60% and cut CO2 emissions by up to 75%*. 
And, in keeping with it’s ‘green’ credentials, Yutaki-SCombi uses 
environmentally-friendly R410A refrigerant, naturally.
*compared with traditional boiler-led systems
Saving you time and money, 
naturally
Yutaki-SCombi
Japanese engineering excellence, 
naturally
Engineered for tomorrow.
Hitachi Air Conditioning
To find out more call Hitachi on +353 1216 4406
Email aircon.ireland@hitachi-eu.com or visit hitachiheating.com  
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Companies back
optimism with
investment
Depending on who you talk to, theeconomy has finally bottomedout or is already on the up. This
applies right across all industry sectors,
including building services. Some industry
pockets are more active than others but,
the reality is undoubtedly one of
optimism and confidence in the future.  
This is evident most of all by the
growing employment levels within
building services and, more especially,
the willingness of companies to invest
in new staff appointments. Recent weeks
have seen a raft of significant senior
appointments at leading companies (see
inside), while talk of skills shortages to
fill other posts is again commonplace.
Another trend not seen since the
boom days is the movement of
personnel between companies. The 
skills and expertise shortage has 
handed some of the power back to
employees, the better qualified and
more experienced of whom can now
drive a much harder bargain.
So, here we have an upturn but 
with predictable related challenges.
While the irony is not lost on anyone, 
it is still a better position to be in.
Building
Servicesnews
Building
Services
Building
Serv ces
HEAT PUMPS
SET FOR LIFT-0FF10
NEWS AND PRODUCTS 2
A round-up of all the latest industry news 
and developments.
Despite some serious and unfair impediments, 
heat pump sales have still shown a 50% 
increase over the years 2013 to 2014.
MYSON FLOORTEC  12
Perfect for new-build and refurbishment projects.
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New range of Mitsubishi Electric heat pumps. 
UNITHERM’S INTEGRATED
HEATING SOLUTIONS 16
Unitherm Heating solutions for domestic
and commercial applications
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TIDL has recently acquired the ISO Quality
Management System award.
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Panasonic’s Aquarea has been awarded 
Danish Technological Institute approval.
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MHI’s Q-ton air to water heat pump uses 
CO2 gas as a natural refrigerent.
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Polytherm is at the forefront of underfloor 
heating technology.
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Expanded Conveni-Pack offers even 
more energy savings.
Liam Buckley, Project Manager/Business
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life in California.
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Mitsubishi Electric.  
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CIBSE approved CPD seminar
on humidification  
Condair plc (formerly JS Humidifiers) is offering a free
CIBSE-approved seminar on humidification and psychrometrics.
Presented by Pat Byrne, Ireland Sales Manager for Condair, it enables
HVAC consultants, contractors and end-users to get up to speed on
the latest in humidifier technology, and to gain CIBSE CPD points
during a lunch break, from the convenience of their own office.
The hour-long seminar covers 
an overview of humidity control,
explanation of psychrometric
calculations, detailed analysis for
all types of humidifiers with the
pros and cons of each, and the
best practice guide to humidifier
selection.
CIBSE accreditation means that
the seminar’s content has been independently verified to be
unbiased, up-to-date and technically accurate.
Condair Group is the world’s leading specialist in humidification
and evaporative cooling, with energy efficient, hygienic and
innovative technologies for commercial, industrial and heritage
applications. 
Condair is represented in Ireland by Condair plc, which offers
system design, manufacture, supply, installation, commissioning,
maintenance and spares. 
To request further details or to book a seminar with lunch
provided, contact Pat Byrne on Tel: 091– 507 120; 
email: pat.byrne@condair.com; or visit www.condair.ie/cpd
NEWS AND PRODUCTS
Hitachi increases technical
support in Ireland
Hitachi Air Conditioning Europe SAS has expanded its
customer service support in Ireland with the appointment of Robin
Chandler, a new applications and technical support engineer. 
Robin joins Hitachi’s Dublin office from award-winning Irish
contractor and long-standing Hitachi customer, Tech Refrigeration 
& Air Conditioning, where he was Assistant Contracts Manager 
and Senior Estimator.
As well as a sound knowledge of Hitachi’s products, installation
and applications, Robin has 10 years of design experience within 
the building industry having worked as a senior draughtsman with 
a number of professional building services companies.
“I am really looking forward to providing invaluable support to
Hitachi’s installer network here in Ireland”, commented Robin. ”It’s 
a fantastic opportunity to expand my Hitachi product knowledge
further while working alongside a very professional and customer
service-oriented team.” 
Fergus Daly, Hitachi Area Sales Manager for Ireland, told Building  
Services News: ”Joining us from a well-
respected air conditioning installer, with a
solid building industry background and a
keen eye for detail, Robin brings a new
perspective to our applications and
technical support services.”
Hitachi offers advice and technical support
via Skype and Facetime, as well as its
technical helpdesk. 
To find out more visit
http://hitachiaircon.com/
argws/en/helpingyou
Largest Insulated pipe-support ever made by TIDL
At a diameter of 813mm, the largest insulated pipe-support ever made by Thermal Insulation
Distributors Ltd (TIDL) was designed using high-density Tarecphen phenolic insulation with a
heavy-gauge galvanised outer shield with a compressive strength of 1000kPa. This is one of a 
large order of specifically-engineered and hand-manufactured phenolic and PIR pipe supports
made by TIDL in Dublin for export to a data centre in Europe. 
TIDL has been manufacturing insulated pipe supports for 25 years using various insulation
products, including phenolic, foamglas, polyurethane, calcium silicate and Armaflex, depending 
on the temperature and compressive strength requirements of the application.
Having achieved ISO9001:2008 quality management standard accreditation in June this year,
clients can be assured that every single item manufactured in Dublin is quality checked and
complies with the relevant strict EU standards.
See www.tidl.ie for full information on the extensive TIDL portfolio.
Driver John Clarke (left) with Keith
O’Donaghue (right) one of TIDL’s
manufacturing staff.
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Airbloc appoints
Diamond Air  
Airbloc has appointed Diamond Air Conditioning its
distributor for Ireland for its full range of commercial and retail air
curtains. “We are delighted to have Diamond Air on board as a
distributor”, says Chris Jones, Airbloc Product Manager. “Our range
of products fully complements the range of Mitsubishi Heavy Industry
products already offered by Diamond Air, giving the customer a one-
stop-shop of high-quality, competitively-priced products.
“We see this as an exciting collaboration, which gives Diamond 
Air the potential to expand its customer base and for Airbloc to
reach a whole new set of customers.” 
Diamond Air Conditioning is currently specifying Airbloc door
curtains and project installations underway include Costa Coffee,
Vision Express, Footlocker, Odeon cinemas, Fat Face and 3 Mobile.
Contact: Graham McCann, Diamond Air Conditioning. 
Tel: 01 – 636 3131; email: info@diamondair.ie
The new Condair RS steam humidifier’s
patented scale management system
makes servicing simple. Scale detaches
from the heating elements and falls into
the external collector tank where it is
easily removed.
As the humidifier has a cleanable boiling
chamber, it does not need disposable
boiling cylinders, significantly reducing
operating costs in comparison to
electrode boiler systems.
CONDAIR RS
New resistive
steam humidifier
with advanced
scale management
Humidification and
Evaporative Cooling
Discover more about the Condair RS
www.condair.ie/RS 
T: +353 (0)91 507 120
New Ireland sales
manager – Pat Byrne
Hevac Ventilation 
As part of its continued strategic growth Hevac has established 
a dedicated ventilation division to complement its existing product
ranges. It will also strengthen its position as a market leader in the
industry, and its ability to offer a full mechanical package for both 
small and large scale projects.
Hevac Ventilation has teamed up with some of the most reliable 
and trusted brands in ventilation such as Nuaire (fans and  HRUs),
Robatherm (AHUs) and Advanced Air (dampers). The division is headed
up by Barry Naughton and Stephen Martin, both widely known and
respected in the industry. 
Hevac Ventilation offers a full ventilation package, from specification
stage right through to the supply and commissioning of the equipment.
Contact: Barry Naughton or Stephen Martin, Hevac Ventilation
Division. Tel: 01 – 419 1919; email: vent@hevac.ie  www.hevac.ie
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Further to the appointment of Diamond Air Conditioning
as official distributor for Mitsubishi Heavy Industries air
conditioning portfolio last September, penetration of the brand
throughout Ireland has grown considerably.
The massive scope and quality of the MHI product ranges,
coupled with the experience, technical ability and market
standing of Diamond Air, has seen the partnership win more
and more project specifications.
MHIAE's Managing Director, Mr Takehiko Kikuchi (below),
told Building Services News
as we went to press that
they are very pleased with
their Diamond Air
Conditioning collaboration,
and that they are confident
it will deliver further growth
and success over the
coming months and years.
“Our combined strengths
are the perfect combination
to cater for today’s market needs”, says Diamond Air
Conditioning Director Michael Clancy, ”as together we can offer
tailored solutions that satisfy not just energy performance and
cost criteria, but also help with regulatory compliance.”
Contact: Michael Clancy or Graham McCann, Diamond Air
Conditioning. Tel: 01 – 636 3131; email: info@diamondair.ie
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New Dachs spec sheet
In response to the ErP Directive, the condenser that once
came as an optional extra with the Dachs is now incorporated
under the covers of the CHP. This means that, come September,
the Dachs will be a condensing CHP as standard.  
“The Dachs with controller now has an energy label of A+++,
the highest possible energy rating”, says Frank Daly of Glenergy.  
Contact: Frank Daly, Glenergy. Tel: 087 – 637 9000; 
email: info@glenergy.ie;  www.glenergy.ie 
NEWS AND PRODUCTS
McGrattan & Kenny
continue to go from strength
to strength, winning new
projects and further refining
and reinforcing the quality and
diversity of the services
provided. 
As if to endorse this quality
drive the company was
awarded the Q Mark in May 
of this year. This is a business
excellence standard that
reviews all aspects of a
company’s performance and
commitment to continuous
improvement on an annual
basis.
Recent projects include the
mechanical services contract for
the extension and alterations at
the Vue Cinema, Liffey Valley,
while it has just completed the
Retail Street in Terminal 1, 
Dublin Airport.
The very popular Lambay
visits continue to catch the
imagination of the industry,
especially since Eamon skippers
each group over to the island 
in his own boat. These are a
unique way of entertaining
customers and friends. Anne
Doyle tagged along on the 
most  recent trip. 
Looking to the future, plans
are being put in place for the
company’s 50th anniversary
celebrations in 2018.
MHI Diamond Air
partnership success 
Doherty joins T Bourke & Co 
T Bourke & Co has appointed David Doherty as Business Development
Director. David is a chartered engineer with over 15 years experience in
the Irish building services industry and he has worked in consultancy,
sales and contracting.
David was educated in DIT, GCU and DCU, achieving
BEng Hons and an MBA. He is currently Chairman of
CIBSE Ireland.
Managing Director Niall Bourke commented: “We
are delighted to have David join our company as his
extensive experience and skillset will add to our team.
As the market lifts, we want to build on current trade
and to develop future growth across both the
mechanical and electrical sectors.”
T Bourke & Co is a leading mechanical and electrical
contractor with offices in Dublin and Limerick. The
company has been trading since 1968 and has wide
experience across the commercial, industrial and
pharmaceutical sectors.
Contact: David Doherty, T Bourke & Co. Tel: 01– 295 2721; 
email: david.doherty@tbourke.com
McGrattan & Kenny forge ahead
Anne Doyle pictured with Mark Thompson and Paul Clark on a
recent McGrattan & Kenny trip to Lambay Island.
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MLM Group, which is
headquartered in the UK
and a leading multi-disciplinary
engineering and environmental
consultancy, has established MLM
Ireland to provide independent
assigned certifier services in
accordance with the Building
Control (Amendment) Regulations
2014. Leading the management
team is Helen Duffy, Technical
Director and Jarlath O’Neill,
Senior Building Control Surveyor. 
In her new role, Helen will have
responsibility for leading the
management function and
delivering on strategic business
objectives in Ireland. 
Helen joins MLM Ireland after
20 years with JNP Architects
where, as an Associate Architect
& Partner, she led major public
and private sector construction
projects such as the Northwood
Campus in Santry, the new
Ashbourne Town Centre, and
social housing and healthcare
developments both in Ireland and
Northern Ireland.
Jarlath initially joined MLM 
in 2014 as a Building Control
Surveyor in the Group’s UK
operation. Prior to this, Jarlath
spent over 20 years working with
some of Dublin’s leading
architectural firms including
Project Architects and MCORM
Architects as a Building Control
Supervisor, Architectural
Technician and Energy
Consultant.
Jarlath is a graduate of DIT,
having achieved a Diploma in
Architectural Technology and a
MSc. in Energy Management. He
is also a technical member of the
RIAI, associate member of CABE
(Chartered Association of Building
Engineers) and a registered
Building Energy Assessor with the
SEAI for non-domestic and
domestic buildings.
???????????????????????????????????????? 
??????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
01 459 0870
baxipottertonmyson.ie/trade-area/training
*Free product training is only available to RGII and Gas Safe registered engineers.
???????? ???????????????????????? ????? 
??????????????????????????????????????????*
Technical Pack (including fault finding information)
All Baxi Potterton Myson brands included
Hands-on practical product training
MLM Group opens Ireland office  
Helen Duff
Jarlath O’Neill
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€500 million to be spent 
on 11,000 houses  
The Government investment arm will create nearly 2,000
construction jobs a year as it spends €500 million on 11,000 
new houses.
The Ireland Strategic Investment Fund (ISIF) has joined together
with US investment firm KKR Credit on a new €500 million joint
venture that transforms the funding options available to the Irish
house building sector and will be capable of financing the
construction of over 11,000 new homes in Ireland.
Activate Capital will focus exclusively on lending to Irish
residential development projects and will facilitate developers in
engaging on medium and large-scale housing schemes, which the
government hopes will deliver a material increase in housing supply.
The money will create an estimated 1,900 jobs a year in the
construction sector.
The ISIF will contribute €325 million towards the joint venture,
making it the biggest single investment yet undertaken.
More renewable
energy technologies
to get support 
Two public consultation documents recently
published by Minister for Energy Alex White seek views
on the renewable energy technologies that currently
receive financial support from the State, and whether 
the Government should broaden the range of
technologies it supports. One consultation focuses on
renewable electricity technologies, while the other
focuses on renewable heat systems.
The Consultation of Renewable Electricity Support 
says that, while wind energy will continue to make an
important contribution to meeting Ireland’s renewable
energy targets, it should be complemented by other
technologies to meet the country’s renewable energy
ambitions.
It says these could
include bioenergy,
solar, offshore wind,
wave and tidal
technologies if they 
are both technically
feasible and cost
effective. The
consultation will help
determine whether
supports are necessary
to develop these
technologies.
The consultation will
also explore the
potential and value of
providing supports to
micro-generation and
smaller community-based projects.
The Renewable Heat Incentive consultation document
proposes a renewable heat incentive (RHI) to encourage
larger industrial and commercial heat users to switch to
systems that produce heat from renewable sources,
including biomass. It will inform an assessment of the
feasibility of various technologies deployed to produce
heat from renewables and tariffs “at a level that
represents the most cost-effective transition to the levels
of renewable heat required.” 
NEWS AND PRODUCTS
Órlaith Gillen joins
Panasonic Ireland
Órlaith Gillen has been appointed
Panasonic Ireland's new Key Account
Manager for Air to Air. Órlaith has worked
within building services for some time and
has particular experience in the air
conditioning sector.  
As the new Air to Air Account Manager
with Panasonic Ireland, Órlaith will be the
first point of contact for business sales
and account management, working
closely with colleagues Vincent Mahony
and Tony Duffy to ensure customer 
service excellences in all areas.
Contact: Órlaith Gillen, 
Panasonic Ireland. Tel: 087 – 195 2573; 
email: orlaith.gillen@eu.panasonic.com 
Minister for Energy Alex White
BIFM Ireland inaugural Summit 
BIFM Ireland Region has unveiled details of the inaugural FM
Summit which will be held on Friday, 20 November 2015, at the Aviva
Stadium, Dublin.
Sponsored by Aramark and OCS, the event is designed to provide a
forum for sharing ideas and enabling business and facilities management
professionals to spur their respective organisations to greater success
through strategic facilities management.   
For information or booking visit www.bifm.org.uk/Ireland-summit.
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The HPA is now very often the
first port of call for these bodies
when seeking information on
the sector, be it market size,
technical data, energy
performance criteria, etc.
Current Chairman is Richard
Sherlock, Field Sales Manager
for the Air-conditioning and
Heating Divisions, Mitsubishi
Electric. Here Richard gives a
brief resume of progress and
developments over the years,
and highlights some of the
challenges facing the sector as it
looks to the future.
Brands represented by the
current membership include
Danfoss, Hitachi, Daikin,
Mitsubishi Electric,
Waterfurnace, Thermia,
Panasonic, Toshiba, Alpha
Innotec/Origen, Baxi Potterton
Myson, Nibe, CTC Enertec, Joule/
Samsung and Stiebel Eltron. 
Membership is growing at 
a rapid rate, perhaps not
surprisingly as the market is
poised for dramatic expansion.
Latest HPA industry figures
show heat pumps sales up over
50% from 2013 to 2014.
Estimated sales figures for the
first half of 2015 show that
pattern continuing.
Heat pumps are an extremely
efficient method of heating
with primary energy efficiencies
unrivalled by any other
technology. The current level of
Despite some serious and
unfair impediments, heat pump
sales have still shown a 50%
increase over the years 2013 
to 2014. 
‘
Heat pumps poised 
for lift off! 
Since the Heat Pump Association (HPA) was
established in 2011 it has grown in strength and
stature to a point where it is now recognised 
as the all-industry voice for the sector. In the 
intervening years it has made representation 
to Government and statutory regulatory 
bodies on various issues and, as a 
consequence, established a productive 
working relationship with them. 
Heat Pumps Intro:Layout 1  06/08/2015  14:17  Page 1
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energy credits available on 
the SEAI energy credit list
demonstrates this clearly and,
with the recent addition of air
to air heat pump credits, the
opportunities for heat pumps 
is set to rise further.
Heat pumps should no longer
be viewed as an emerging
technology. They are now a
very proven technology with
volumes of evidence-based data
collated from controlled
monitoring now available from
all the major manufacturers.
This includes both test room
and living-environment
settings. All demonstrate and
confirm the energy reductions
that accrue from installing heat
pumps, and also the significant
related running cost reductions.
The major impediment to
development of the heat 
pump market has been the
assumptions made in SEAI’s
DEAP software and the penal
factor applied to heat pumps
for hot water production.
Surveys conducted by HPA 
have shown that, among HPA
members, there is not a single
heat pump which has these
limitations, demonstrating that
the current rules are outdated
and in no way reflective of
current heat pump products.
Discussions regarding some
elements of the software in
relation to heat pumps are at
an advanced stage. SEAI recently
invited comments on a set of
proposals and, with this public
consultation process now
completed, the industry awaits
the outcome of these
deliberations. This is expected
shortly.
Another very important 
issue is the imminent
implementation of the section
of the Erp Directive dealing
with heat generators. Lot 10 
of the Directive dealing with 
air conditioners with a cooling
capacity of <12KW was
implemented as far back as
2013. The next major change is
the enactment of LOT 1 for
heat generators, which includes
heat pumps. This is scheduled
to be take effect on 26
September next.
The Erp Directive (2009/125/EC:
Eco Design) will change the
heating sector and introduce
new energy efficiency standards
for heating technology. The
Directive aims to improve the
energy efficiency of products
and systems and was put in
place to help the EU achieve 
its 20-20-20 targets 
Unified HPA approach
Individually, HPA members have
already taken the necessary
steps to ensure compliance but
a HPA sub-committee is
currently devising a unified HPA
approach to deal with the
implications of ErP 
as it is rolled out over the
coming months. 
One of the goals of LOT 1 
is for individuals to be able to
compare technologies such as
heat pumps and other heat
generators on a single label so
they can make an informed
purchasing decision. This will
not only help end-users, but
also specifying consultants 
and heating installers.
LOT 1 is split into two basic
capacity/output ranges – up to
70kW and those ranging from
70kW to 400kW
Installers will be required to
fill out a “Fiche” document
which will provide an energy
efficieny figure for the heating
system, encompassing generator,
ancillaries, controls etc.
For heat pumps manufacturers
one of the main market
concerns is in relation to rating
in the DEAP software. Industry
should not confuse the
requirements under ErP and
EPBD … they are two different
things. Essentially, having labels
published for ErP has no impact
in DEAP as the current
methodology does not
accommodate ErP labels or
testing. In fact, there is no
requirement for Irish authorities
to accommodate ErP in
software derived from EPBD.
Both Directives are independent
and links between them are 
not defined, particularly for 
use in DEAP methodologies in
member states.
While the foregoing points 
to some very obvious and
serious challenges facing the
development of the heat 
pump market in Ireland, the
facts of the matter cannot be
disputed. Despite some serious
and unfair impediments, heat
pump sales have still shown a
50% increase over the years
2013 to 2014. Once these
impediments have been
resolved and heat pumps 
given a level playing field in
respect of comparisons with
other heat generators, the
market will continue to
develop, but at an ever-
accelerating rate. ■
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Myson Floortec’s new
Microboard perfect for new
build and refurb projects
Microboard from Myson Floortec is a low-profile 
hydronic underfloor heating system that can be
installed over an existing floor or as part of a new-
build project. It is just 18mm thick and eliminates
the need for costly and disruptive excavation work
in existing domestic properties.
Microboard is an exceptionally
versatile product that allows
installers bring the benefits of
underfloor heating to older,
established properties, as well as 
new builds, thereby enhancing the
property’s energy efficiency.  
From the contractor’s point of view
the Microboard fixing system is easy
to install, on both ground and upper
floors, and can be integrated into the
existing heating system. It also makes
using underfloor heating for every
floor in a new property a much 
easier proposition.
Despite its low profile, Myson
Floortec’s Microboard panels conduct
heat effectively, ensuring that
comfortable temperatures can be
achieved easily and efficiently from 
the pipework in the floor. Microboard
can also be used in conjunction 
with a wide range of floor finishes,
meaning that interior design choices
never have to be compromised. 
Microboard fixing systems are
available in two panel types –
straight and end-return panels that
feature prepared grooves, allowing
pipework such as Myson Floortec’s
PEXcellent5 pipe to be fitted simply
and easily. Microboard also boasts a
10-year guarantee when installed as
part of a Myson Floortec underfloor
heating system. This gives added
peace of mind to both installers 
and end users. 
Contact: Baxi Potterton Myson. 
Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
email:sales@pottterton-myson.ie;
www.potterton-myson.ie ■
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The developments include the use
of a plate heat exchanger in a domestic cylinder
and patented ”Scale-Stop“ technology to
remove the risk of limescale build-up.
“This is the latest generation of heat pump
solutions from Mitsubishi Electric and we are
proud to be the first to market with these new
heat pump initiatives, keeping Ecodan streets
ahead of any other system,” says David
McConnell, Ecodan Product Manager for
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland.
Ecodan was the first air source heat pump 
to receive the Noise Abatement Society’s 
”Quiet Mark” and the first to offer intelligent
room-sensing as standard.
The current generation FTC5 range, which 
is available since January 2015, includes a
complete range of new cylinders that focus on
improvements in heat loss performance; hot
water recovery efficiency and time; and ease 
of installation and use.
All ten of the new cylinders dispense with 
the traditional internal coil method of water
heating and instead use an external plate heat
exchanger which increases hot water heat-up
efficiency by 17% over previous models. In
addition, the remote energy monitoring function
is now installed on every Ecodan that leaves the
factory. Mitsubishi Electric now has seven heat
pumps on the HARP Database, the latest model
being the 8.5kw PUHZ-W85VHA2   
The FTC5 range offers three different options
for homeowners – the standard level which is
pre-installed at the factory, offering remote
energy monitoring using partial estimation of
energy use; Level Two which includes the
addition of an electric meter; and Level Three
which adds a metering and monitoring service
package (MMSP) heat meter.
“The ability to monitor and measure energy
consumption is becoming increasingly
important as energy prices continue to rise.
Adding this facility allows homeowners to
measure and maximise system efficiency and
minimise running costs”, explains McConnell.
Plate heat exchangers use forced convection
to heat the water cylinder, rather than the
natural convection of a coil and this increases
the Delta T, meaning that the water heats up
more quickly and recovers temperature quicker
when hot water is used.
However, many parts of Ireland suffer from 
limescale in the water supply and plate heat
exchangers are more likely to scale up and drop
in performance, which is where the patented
“Scale-Stop” technology from Mitsubishi
Electric comes into its own.
The system promotes the precipitation of
scale inside the trap rather than on the plate 
in the heat exchanger and maintains the high
performance for over 10 years, even in hard
water areas.
Other initiatives include a patented cold 
inlet diffuser for all of the pre-plumbed cylinders
that ensures reduced mixing of cold inlet water
with stratified hot water. This device sits within
the centre of the tank, reducing the velocity of
the cold water entering tank and reducing the
smoother acceptance of the new cold water
within the cylinder
The new titanium immersion heater also 
sets a new standard for operational life, even 
in the hardest or most aggressive water
conditions. Titanium’s strength, weight and
smooth finish enables it to withstand extreme
stress, fluctuating temperatures and corrosive
environments.
“We expect the heat pump market to
continue to grow steadily in answer to the
increasing costs of oil and LPG”, explains
McConnell. “We have prepared this new range
to ensure that Ecodan is ready to answer that
growing need”.
Contact: Dave McConnell, Ecodan Product
Manager for Mitsubishi Electric Ireland. 
Tel: 01 – 419 8800; 
email: david.mcconnell@meir.mee.com  ■
The new range of Mitsubishi Electric heat pumps
includes various upgrades that make remote
monitoring easier to access and present a new
way of heating a cylinder. 
Next generation of
Ecodan air source
heat pumps 
14 Building Services News ❙ July/August 2015  
Ecodan boasts an impressive Harp database SPF of 440%.
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Using DEAP software a 1300 ft2 house
using a heat pump as the primary heat
source was able to achieve an A3 BER
rating simply by using Polytherm 
underfloor heating.
www.polytherm.ie
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Unitherm Heating Systems is renowned for
providing high quality fully integrated heating
system solutions for domestic and commercial
applications for over 10 years. Representing
many top European manufacturers, Unitherm
has always been at the forefront, introducing
innovative products and systems to the market.
Initially established to design and supply
underfloor heating systems, Unitherm quickly
recognised the need to integrate low-
temperature systems such as underfloor
heating, aluminium radiators, fan coils etc with
renewable energy sources. After consultation
with the end-user, Unitherm will provide system
sizing and design, delivering a sustainable
energy-efficient heating system that produces
low CO2 emissions. For all applications
Unitherm will provide a full set of project-
specific drawings including underfloor heating
layout, mechanical schematics, first and
second fix wiring diagrams.
“Good system design, integration and control is
absolutely crucial to the efficient and cost-
effective running of a heating system”, says
Unitherm’s Declan Kissane. “Hence our biggest
asset is a combination of quality products,
trained installers and commissioning by our
own in-house engineers. Indeed, a substantial
amount of our business comes by way of
recommendation from satisfied customers”.
Some of the products included in a Unitherm
system are Daikin Altherma 
air-to-water heat pumps, Sira Emerald
aluminium radiators,  and Profi-air® heat
recovery systems from Frankiscke in Germany.
9 City East Business Park, Ballybrit, Co Galway
Tel: 091-380 038   Fax: 091-380 039
Peamount Business Centre, Newcastle, Co Dublin
Tel: 01-610 9153   Fax: 01-621 2939
Email: info@uni-therm.net
Integrated
Underfloor heating 
Underfloor heating is long established in the Irish marketplace and
Unitherm has an enviable reputation for providing innovative system
solutions and top-quality products. Coupled with on-site technical
support for the installer and detailed schematics, Unitherm ensures
every system designed and supplied by the company is installed to
the highest quality. Commissioning is offered on all commercial and
domestic systems by its own in-house engineers.
Sira aluminium radiators  
Unitherm represents leading Italian manufacturer Sira Group and can
supply its full range of aluminium radiators. Designed to run at low
temperature (45°C), these low water content units deliver faster 
heat up times than 
traditional steel panel
radiators. 
Other benefits and
features include 
excellent heat
conductivity; 30% higher
output than steel
radiators; better
resistance to corrosion;
suitable for low and 
high-temperature
systems; 15-year
manufacturers’ 
warranty.
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heating solutions
Daikin Altherma air-to-water heat pump  
Daikin has a worldwide reputation for quality and innovative
technology with over 50 years experience in the design and
manufacture of heat pump solutions. It is the leading supplier 
of heating, cooling, ventilation and refrigeration solutions for
commercial, residential and industrial applications, and also offers 
a comprehensive choice of domestic heating and renewable 
energy products.   
The Daikin Alterma is a total heating and domestic hot water system
based on air-to-water heat pump technology that represents a flexible
and cost-effective alternative to a fossil fuel boiler. The inherent
energy-efficiency characteristics make it an ideal solution for reduced
energy consumption and low CO2 emissions. Its high and low
temperature heating systems also delivers optimal comfort. 
Daikin Altherma energy-efficient heat pumps, with advanced
compressor technology, transform unused and inexhaustible heat
from the surrounding air into usable heat. There is a comprehensive
range of heat pumps available including Monobloc 6kW to 16kW units, Split units 4kW to 16kW, and High-temperature 11kW to 16kW units.
There is also a range of integrated system solutions including solar technology. 
Unitherm, in conjunction with Daikin, provides training for installers on the mechanical installation and wiring of heat pump systems. 
Project-specific drawings for every installation are also provided, including underfloor heating layout drawings, first and second fix wiring,
and complete mechanical schematics. Unitherm’s commissioning engineer will commission every heat pump system once installation 
is complete to ensure every system is properly installed.
Profi-air heat recovery systems   
Nowadays homes and other buildings are being built or renovated to be 
more airtight. This leads to the desired effect of improving energy efficiency 
but also to a lack of natural air exchange between indoors and outdoors.
Controlled home ventilation is now commonly incorporated into new buildings.
This ensures a constant supply of fresh air and removes odors, moisture 
and CO2. 
Profi-air, from German manufacturer Frankische, is an ideal, reliable, flexible 
and hygienic air distribution system offered by Unitherm. Profi-air pipes are
manufactured with an anti-static and anti-bacterial coating agent making them
absolutely sterile, hygienic and safe. The heat recovery systems devised by
Unitherm are individually designed by its in-house engineers to meet the 
exact requirements of each application.
Cost-effective and energy
efficient products www.uni-therm.ie
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The leading Irish manufacturer and distributor o
Thermal
Insulation
Distributors Ltd
ISO Award confirms
market-leading status 
TIDL …
from little
acorns!
TIDL has undergone a number of
progressive developments and
expansions over the years. Johnny
Vaughan and Paudie Gillen were
involved from the outset and
throughout that time they have
overseen the transformation of
the business from a single-entity
concern into a multi-facteted
operation. 
Their strong partnership is
reflected across the entire
operation with that ”partnership”
ethos permeating the whole
organisation. Service longevity
with TIDL is commonplace, various
individuals being with the
company for 20/25 plus years.
The same applies to its relationship
with suppliers. Many have been
with the company from the outset
while the more recently-acquired
brands are very quickly absorbed
into the same philosophy.
Johnny and Paudie acquired full
control of the business in 2014 by
way of a management buy-out
and it now has 45 employees,
distribution and manufacturing
facilities spread over three
locations – two in Dublin, one 
in Cork – and four specialist
divisions:
 Industrial and HVAC 
Insulation
 Thermal Covers  
 Customised Insulation 
Manufacturing
 Fire-Stopping 
Chief Executive
Officer Johnny
Vaughan with
Chief Commercial
Officer Paudie
Gillen.
Thermal Insulation Distributors Ltd (TIDL) is Ireland’s leading manufacturer and
distributor of thermal and fire-stopping products for commercial and industrial
applications. It is a wholly-owned Irish company and its owner-directors are Chief
Executive Officer Johnny Vaughan and Chief Commercial Officer Paudie Gillen.
Each has over 30 years experience in the insulation business.
The TIDL portfolio is extensive and comprises a mix of own-brand and own-
manufactured ranges, along with market-leading brands such as Rockwool,
Armacell, Lamatherm, Knauf, Isover, Foamglas, Kingspan, Tarecphen and Sager.
TIDL is synonymous with many of these world-renowned brands, their pedigrees
perfectly dovetailing with, and reinforcing, TIDL’s core philosophy of providing
quality product solutions supported by technical excellence and advice.
Indeed, these attributes and strengths were recently independently assessed by
the National Standards Authority of Ireland (NSA) and resulted in the award of 
a Certificate of Registration of Quality Management System to 
IS EN ISO 9001:2008. 
This is a major achievement and a significant mark of approval for TIDL as it covers
its entire operation, from the manufacture, sale and distribution of thermal
insulation, fire-stopping and noise control products through to specialist building
products and cut insulation products for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
Not surprisingly, the TIDL customer 
list includes all the leading blue-chip
web, electronic, pharmaceutical, 
food and beverage companies,
along with energy providers
universities, hospitals,
schools and 
commercial 
and industrial 
companies.
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Fire-Stopping 
TIDL is the leading distributor of specialist fire–stopping
products including Lamatherm and Rockwool for
applications such as curtain wall fire compartmentation,
raised computer floors and suspended ceiling-void fire
barriers, as well as structural steel and timber floor fire
protection.
All products are tested to the relevant current
European fire standards and TIDL’s technical department
will assist in determining the correct product. TIDL
provides on-site assistance as well as conducting in-
house fire-stopping training programmes.
Customised Insulation
Manufacturing 
Using computer programmed CNC insulation cutting
equipment, TIDL manufactures a wide range of 
bespoke cut-piece insulation products for the OEM
market in Ireland.
It offers ”just in time“ scheduled delivery to
manufacturers, enabling the customer to reduce stock
and handling and increase production line productivity.
For insulation applications ranging from -200ºC to
+1300ºC, TIDL supplies an Irish-made bespoke insulation
solution for Irish industry.
ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
Industrial and HVAC Insulation 
TIDL supplies all the leading international brands of
industrial, heating and ventilation pipe insulation such
as Armaflex, Foamglas, Isover, Paroc, Rockwool, Sager
and Tarecphen.
The technical department provides expert advice to
mechanical and insulation contractors on the most
suitable specification and product for pipework, ducting
and plant and equipment applications.
TIDL has Ireland’s largest and most comprehensive
stock on the ground in its two distribution depots in
Dublin and Cork.
Dublin Tel: 01– 882 9990 
Cork Tel: 021– 496 6102
Email sales@tidl.ie
of thermal insulation and fire-stopping products
www.tidl.ie
Just-in-time deliveries
Given its vast and diverse product portfolio, TIDL has a massive 
and varied customer base. Getting orders dispatched to the
required location at the time specified can be challenging. 
To that end TIDL has its
own transport fleet of 11
vehicles, all of them linked
to a central monitoring
station so that the
company, and the
customer, know exactly
when the delivery will be
dropped. This can be very
assuring for site deliveries
where just-in-time “lean”
construction methods are
becoming the norm.
While this is taken as read
for stock items, it also
applies to non-stock items. It is not unusual for a customer to place
a late order on a Friday evening and for a special run to be
manufactured over the weekend to ensure site delivery on the
following Monday.
Technical support and training
Providing quality products and system solutions is but one part
of the TIDL customer charter. Equally important is the level of
technical support and design advice provided. 
TIDL’s staff are highly-qualified and experienced in their
respective fields of excellence and are constantly on hand to take
questions and provide advice on everything from product
selection through to energy-saving and regulation compliance.
This is especially relevant in relation to Irish Building Regulations
Part L Conservation of Fuel & Energy, Part B Fire and Part E Noise.
TIDL also runs regular training courses for customers in relation
to the foregoing, and can devise tailored training programmes for
specific industry areas if requested.
Driver John Clarke (left) with manufacturing
operative Keith O’Donaghue holding a
sample of the largest insulated pipe-
support ever made by TIDL.
Thermal Covers  
TIDL’s Thermal Covers Division manufactures tailor-made
removable insulation covers which provide both energy
saving and personnel protection benefits.
TIDL can provide engineers and facilities managers
with thermal imaging analysis indicating areas of
serious heat loss or possible burn risk to personnel.
Its bespoke range of removable insulation covers can
be manufactured for indoor and outdoor environments
and includes high-specification covers for the
pharmaceutical, food, beverage, IT, medical and
petrochemical industry sectors.
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The Danish Technological
Institute put Panasonic's Aquarea T-CAP
9kW air to water heat pump through its
paces, testing it at an output of 9.29 kW
at -10°C ambient. The system received
the industry's highest SCOP rating of
4.84.  SCOP is the parameter forming the
basis for European minimum equirements 
and energy labelling for heat pumps 
and Panasonic’s ”All in One” has now 
set the bar high with this excellent rating.
All heat pumps featured in the Danish
Energy Agency's heat pump list comply
with the statutory requirements and their
output and efficiency have been confirmed
by the independent test laboratory of 
the Danish Technological Institute. Fifteen
of Panasonic's air to water heat pumps
now feature on the list, proving that it is
more beneficial than ever to switch to
environmentally friendly heating. 
Panasonic is the world's largest
manufacturer of heat pumps, with an
annual production of more than seven
million units.
Aquarea ”All in One” belongs to the
new generation of Panasonic heat pumps
for heating, cooling and providing hot
water in the home. Aquarea T-CAP is 
one of Panasonic’s newest heat pumps 
on the market and maintains nominal
heating capacities even at temperatures
as low as -15°C. This ensures the best
possible seasonal energy efficiency ratio. 
The heat pumps are tested at an
outdoor temperature of -27°C to ensure
the most efficient and stable operation.
The Aquarea T-CAP solution is quick and
easy for contractors to install and the
system ensures efficient heating of the
home and of domestic water with
considerable annual energy reductions.
”All in One” is a space-saving solution
which fits perfectly in a utility room,
thanks to its stylish design with no visible
pipework.  The unit’s heat exchanger, 200
litre St/St cylinder, expansion vessel and
A-Class water pump are all integral to the
“All In One”. Thanks to ancillary items
and associated pipework being factory-
fitted, savings of 50% are possible on
installation time. Piping connections are
intelligently sited on the bottom of the
unit to further simply installation. 
Energy consumption can be read and
settings adjusted on the move as the heat
pump can be controlled via the heating
control app on a mobile phone or tablet. 
A new analysis from the Danish national
transmission company, Energinet.dk,
shows that from an economic point of
view it would be useful to replace all oil
and wood pellet boilers with heat pumps
which use electricity for heating. 
Panasonic's Aquarea heat pumps offer
sustainable heating which reduces the
annual energy bill by between 30% 
and 40%. The heat pumps are easily
integrated into most heating systems 
and are compatible with other energy
efficient energy sources, including solar
panels.
Contact: Vincent Mahony, 
Panasonic Ireland. Tel: 087 – 969 4221;
email: vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com
Panasonic ‘All in
One’ best in test   
20  Building Services News ❙ July/August 2015
According to recent tests at the Danish Technological
Institute, Panasonic’s new Aquarea air to water heat
pump – featuring the “All in One” module – provides
industry-leading SCOP, once again proving Panasonic’s
market-leading status in the development of high-
efficiency heat pumps for the residential sector.  
The Aquarea “all in one” indoor unit sits
perfectly in a utility room.
Aquarea “all in one” outdoor unit.
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MYSON
heatingthroughinnovation.
The flexible underfloor heating system ideal 
for renovations and new build projects.
From
MYSON FLOORTEC
The small board that gives you more.
NEW from MYSON FLOORTEC, MICROBOARD is a retrofit, low profile underfloor
heating system. It can be installed over an existing floor, or as part of a new build
project, making it our most flexible fixing system yet. At only 18mm in depth, it allows
underfloor heating to be easily installed in older and existing properties, without the
need for expensive and disruptive excavation. 
NEW
For more information please call customer services on 0845 402 3434,
visit www.myson.co.uk or scan the QR code. 
Subscribe to MYSON’s e-Newsletter at www.myson.co.uk/e_newsletter
Myson Underfloor Heating.pdf   1 24/07/2014   13:56:41
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High  
Performance
High  
Efficiency
Environmentally  
Responsible
Easy  
Operation
Long-term 
Reliability
CO2 
Unique Efficiency
For more information, please visit www.mhiae.com 
call us on 0207 025 2772
or email enquiries@mhiae.com
*At 65°C water supply
is an air-to-water heat pump which uses CO2 gas as 
a natural refrigerant and delivers industry leading coefficient 
performance of 4.3* with a minimal carbon footprint. 
Q-ton is ideal for heating water up to temperatures of 90°C, 
which is suitable for a wide range of applications. With a 
Global Warming Potential (GWP) of 1 & Ozone Depletion 
Potential (ODP) of 0, Q-ton is already future proven. 
Diamond Air Conditioning Ltd, 
C5 Bymac Centre, North est Business Park, 
Blanchardstown, Dublin 15. Tel: 01 – 636 3131; 
email: info@diamondair.ie; 
www.www.diamondair.ie
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Q-ton is suitable for any applications using sanitary hot
water in excess of 5,000L per day. Typical applications: 
• Hospitals • Restaurants
• Hotels • Laundries
• Care Homes • Food Industries
• Fitness Centres • Camping Sites etc.
• Universities
Carbon dioxide (CO2) hot water heat pumps are
relatively new on the market and have the ability to
deliver sanitary hot water at 65-90°C very efficiently.
They can offer significant carbon and energy savings
potential compared with hot water boilers. 
Q-ton is specifically designed to transfer heat from 
the ambient air into a water heating system. The
refrigeration system uses carbon dioxide as the
working fluid. It can be used to provide sanitary hot
water in a wide range of buildings. 
Introduction
Who it’s for
• Substantial reductions in running cost (40-75%)
• Substantial reductions in CO² emissions (45-75%)
• Suitable for new build and retrofit
• No need for heating back up
• CoP of 5 (produces 5kW of energy for every 
1kW of electricity)
The benefits
• Systems can be specified from one 30kW Q-ton unit giving
6,000 litres of hot water/day, to up to sixteen heat pump
units in a modular configuration of 480kW, connected to
substantial hot water storage tanks.
• Touch screen controller makes the system easy to operate.
• Hot water production and availability can be monitored via
a user-friendly graphic display.
How it works
Hotels
Care Homes
Fitness Centres
Hospitals
Universities
1,000
Litres per day
5,000
Annual running cost
76% 
less than
Electric Heater
saving £13,077
46% 
less than 
Gas Boiler
saving £3,617
10,000 15,000
FREE HEAT
FROM THE AIR
COLD WATER IN
HOT WATER 
FLOWS 
AT 65°C
ELECTRICITY
Heat pump absorbs 
‘free’ heat from 
outdoor air (even at 
low temperatures).
Electricity powers a 
CO2 compressor which 
‘amplifies’ the free heat 
to generate hot water.
Hot water flows to a storage 
cylinder or tank. Heat pump 
can use cheap night-time 
electricity and indoor unit 
can store hot water ready for 
daytime use.
HOT WATER 
OUT 
AT 65°C
£7,835 £4,218
Gas 
Boiler
£17,295
Electric
Heater
Operation conditions: senior care home, 80 persons, 8,000L/day, 60°C conversion
Q-ton
Annual CO2 emission
74% 
less than 
Electric Heater
saving 47,600kg
48%
less than 
Gas Boiler
saving 23,000kg
48,000kg95,600kg 25,000kg
Gas 
Boiler
Electric
Heater
Q-ton
Energy produced per kW consumed
500% 
more efficient
than 
Electric Heater
600% 
more efficient
than 
Gas Boiler
0.8kW
5kW
Gas 
Boiler
1kW
Electric
Heater
Q-ton
Diamond Air Conditioning Ltd, 
C5 Bymac Centre, Northwest Business Park, 
Blanchardstown, Dublin 15. Tel: 01 – 636 3131; 
email: info@diamondair.ie;   www.diamondair.ie 
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For Polytherm staff, customer
satisfaction is the primary goal. When the company
receives plans from a home-owner, an installer,
mechanical contractor, merchant, consultant
engineer or architect, Polytherm’s design
engineers and CAD technicians will respond 
with an initial design and open a dialogue to find
out what will best suit the project at hand. 
Once the team knows these requirements, it
produces mechanical and electrical drawings to
match the final design. If assistance is required
prior to installation, a site visit can be easily
accommodated. 
Polytherm’s engineers are also available over
the phone if technical support is required, or if 
a customer has any questions about underfloor
heating. Once the system is installed, a 
commissioning engineer is available to call out 
to the project.
Since the introduction of the Building Energy
Rating certification, everyone buying or renting
property has become aware of the costs of heating
that property. Using Polytherm Heating Systems’
custom designs, home-owners and building
operators can benefit from reduced running costs. 
Using DEAP software, a 1,300ft² house using a
heat pump as the primary heat source was able 
to achieve an A3 BER rating simply by using
Polytherm underfloor heating. The same house
using a standard radiator system would attract a
25% efficiency penalty for space heating and fail
Part L compliance.
Polytherm systems get the most from wet
central heating systems including oil, gas or solid
fuel boilers and are excellent for typical
installations where a mix of heat emitters are
used, such as underfloor heating on the ground
floor and radiators on the first floor. 
Polytherm’s underfloor heating system comes
into its own when used with low-grade temperature
sources, like condensing boilers and heat pumps.
As the system only requires a low-flow
temperature of between 35°C and 45°C,
Polytherm can exploit the higher efficiencies that
condensing boilers and heat pumps can achieve.
Further savings can be achieved by using
Polytherm controls. The company’s extensive 
range and knowledge of controls means that 
the required temperature will be constantly
maintained, whether it is a domestic or commerical
installation. From dial thermostats to internet-
ready smart controls, Polytherm has a solution for
every application. Its intelligent controllers learn
the characteristics of the  building, meaning no
more cold floors in the morning, or high energy
bills. In fact, using smart controls as opposed to
standard controls can save up to 30%. 
For underfloor heating in existing buildings
where floor to ceiling height may be an issue for
traditional systems, Polytherm offers a low profile
panel system called Heattrack. This enables
installation on joist floors and existing concrete
floors, increasing the useable area within rooms 
by removing radiators from external walls.
Key factors for underfloor heating design
– Polytherm’s Multilayer pipe is specifically
manufactured for underfloor heating
applications;
– Polytherm’s engineers will select the correct
manifold set-up for each heat source;
– Polytherm’s engineers will design a solution
based on the thermal resistance of the floor
covering; 
– Polytherm’s underfloor heating takes advantage
of radiated heat transfer so that lower, more
comfortable room temperatures are utilised;
– Polytherm’s underfloor heating system
components are backed by the company’s
guarantee, working together for ease of
operation.
Contact: Polytherm Heating Systems. 
Tel: 01 – 419 1990 (Muirfield Drive Branch, Dublin);
Tel: 01 – 842 7037 (Santry Branch, Dublin); 
Tel: 021 – 432 1066 (Cork Branch). 
email: info@polytherm.ie; 
www.polytherm.ie  ■
Polytherm at forefront of
design and innovation 
Polytherm Heating Systems was formed in
1999 from the success of the underfloor
heating division of its parent company,
Hevac Ltd. Since then Polytherm has
continued to be at the forefront of
underfloor heating design and innovation.
Polytherm’s Heattrack low-profile panel system.
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Daikin Conveni-Pack
system boosts food 
retail outlet margins
Daikin’s Conveni-Pack – its ultra-efficient 
integrated refrigeration, heating and air 
conditioning system – has proved a major 
success with leading supermarket chains and 
food outlets thanks to its higher heating 
and refrigeration capacities, greater energy 
efficiency and lower environment impact.
The new AC 17 
Conveni-Pack 
from Daikin.
The Conveni-Pack also offers
more compatibility with indoor units
and longer piping lengths.
Up to 50% energy savings
Conveni-Pack’s comprehensive
approach to cooling, heating and
refrigeration results in vastly-reduced
energy consumption and CO2
emissions, low noise levels and a very
compact footprint. A sophisticated
control system, inverter technology and
the ability to use heat recovered from
refrigerated showcases and coldrooms
to heat the building when necessary
result in proven energy savings of 
up to 50% compared to traditional
systems.
Suitable for small to medium-sized
applications, other benefits include
lower associated CO2 emissions; space
saving and installation flexibility;
improved in-store comfort; and reduced
noise levels.
Conveni-Pack consists of one or more
inverter-driven outdoor units and a
system controller. Indoor units can be
added as needed, in addition to Daikin
air conditioning units for comfort
heating and cooling, and third-party
showcases or evaporators for
medium-temperature applications. 
Low-temperature showcases/
evaporators for frozen products 
can be connected via an optional 
Daikin booster unit. 
Conveni-Pack’s modular and 
scalable design, coupled with very 
low noise levels, makes it suitable 
for a wide range of applications. 
Larger installations can be supported 
via multiple outdoor units in a variety 
of configurations (blocks, rows, or
distributed throughout the building).
Wider applications
The Conveni-pack concept uses R-410A
refrigerant, extending the range of
possible AC indoor units. For comfort
cooling and heating, indoor unit
possibilities include 2-way and round-
flow cassettes, ceiling-suspended units
and high ESP and low ESP ducted units,
as well as the Biddle air curtain. A wide
range of third-party cooling and
refrigeration units is also supported.
Piping length potential is up to 130 
metres, with support for level differences 
of up to 35 metres. Indoor 
installation of the outdoor unit is 
also possible. 
Refrigeration capacity has been
upped to 21.8kW (T0 = -10°C and Tamb
= +32°C) and heat recovery to 31kW.
The range also includes more options
for noise reduction.
In short, the Conveni-Pack success
story covers more applications than
ever and delivers the massive benefits
of an integrated heating, refrigeration
and air conditioning solutions package
across the entire retail food industry.
Contact: Liam Kirwan, Daikin Ireland. 
Tel: 01 – 642 3430; 
email: info@daikin.ie; www.daikin.ie ■
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C&F Quadrant is one of Ireland’s leading suppliers of heating and
plumbing products with a portfolio of market-leading brands
catering for both commercial and domestic applications. With 
offices in Dublin and Belfast, and a network of regional
representatives and merchant trading partners, comprehensive 
all-Ireland coverage is assured. 
Complementing and supporting the extensive product portfolio is
a team of highly-qualified, engineering-led, personnel. Experience
runs to the core of C&F Quadrant with long service commonplace 
at all levels, from trade counter personnel through to technical
support, field sales engineers and back-up administration.
This long-service feature is mirrored in the long-standing trading
relationships it enjoys with many of its suppliers, some of which 
date back 20, 30 and even 40 years. 
Being part of the Linders Group is another major advantage. A
successful property holding company that also has interests in the
motor sector, Linders input is especially reflected in the streamlined,
professional operation — with clear-cut sales, marketing and
operational strategies — that C&Q Quadrant is today.
Formidable market force
These combined strengths represent 
a formidable market force that has 
underpinned the company’s growth 
and expansion over the years. It will also 
spearhead its future success and that  
of its many trading partners, be they 
product suppliers, merchants 
or contractors.
Emmet Duffy, Managing Director
Leading the way in
heating technology
Our Brands
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Design-assisted system solutions 
Today’s commercial and large domestic projects
invariably demand system solutions, as opposed to the
supply of one or two products and some accessories. C&F
Quadrant fully recognises this and so, in addition to the
expansive product portfolio it has to offer, provides full
engineering design assistance on all such projects. 
Fully-qualified and experienced engineering personnel
liaise, where appropriate, at the earliest opportunity with
the design consultant, contractor and client to ensure that
the best possible solution is arrived at.
Apart from an understanding of the strengths of each product and the related
ancillaries that make up the overall system solution, they also provide advice on energy
usage, life-cycle returns on investment, regulatory compliance and carbon reduction.
C&F Quadrant is not just about product supply … it is about delivering cost-effective
building services solutions using quality products from market-leading manufacturers.
Training and CPD
Regular training and
continuous professional
development (CPD) are essential
for all operatives engaged in the
heating and plumbing sector.
New product innovations
featuring advanced technology
are being introduced at a rapid
rate, as are legislative and
regulatory controls. 
C&F Quadrant runs regular
training programmes and CPD-
accredited seminars/lectures for
both commercial and domestic
installers to help them keep
abreast of these developments,
and to advise them of changes
that are coming down the line. 
In addition, it has display centres
located at various merchant
stockists throughout the country
so that product and topic-specific
training and CPD programmes
can be delivered at a local level.
C&F Quadrant Ltd. C&F Quadrant (NI) Ltd
Unit L40, Unit 15, 
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10 Abbey Business Park, Mill Road, Newtownabbey
Tel: +353-1-630 5757  Fax: +353-1-630 5715 Co Antrim BT36 7BA
Email: sales@cfquadrant.ie Tel: 02890 365555 Fax: 02890 365565 
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More than just a trade counter 
Traditionally, trade counters were product-collection destinations where
installers went to pick up supplies. That is still true of some trade counters
but, at C&F Quadrant, what’s also on offer is product selection advice. 
With the vast choice of products now on offer from all suppliers, installers
are often unsure as to what is the best solution for a particular application.
At C&F Quadrant knowledgeable trade counter personnel are available to
discuss the project to help the installer choose the product and accessories
that will deliver the best result.
This service is available at the trade counter which opens from 7am to 5pm,
Monday to Friday and throughout lunch.
www.cfquadrant.ie ee
Technical support
Given the sophistication of today’s heating and plumbing products, and the pace of change in
respect of innovation and evolving technology, technical support is now as important as the products
themselves. 
This is particularly so when installers encounter issues on site and need to resolve either an emergency
that has already arisen, or indeed to prevent one happening. 
Support with trouble-shooting and problem solving is always available direct from C&F Quadrant, while
additional back-up support can also be accessed via the websites of the principal brands represented and
their respective technical departments.
Conor Gaffey Training 
and Technical Support 
Conor 
Quigley, 
Sales 
Manager
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Location befitting 
Captain’s Day
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The Captain’s Day outing to Mount Juliet in Kilkenny
proved the ideal location with the large turnout enjoying beautiful
weather and a magnificent course in excellent playing condition.
Some found it challenging and this was reflected somewhat in
the scoring on the day. However, the occasion was extremely
enjoyable, made all the more so by the hospitality and array of
prizes put up by Ryan Chilling Group, sponsors on the day. 
Results were as follows:
Overall Winner
Michael Clancy, H13, 39pts
Class 1
Winner: Liam Hoctor, H7, 34pts
Class 2
Winner: Johnny Lynagh, H15, 33 pts
Winning Visitor
Pat Guilfoyle, H18, 32pts
Class 2 winner Johnny Lynagh, Whiriskey
Refrigeration, receiving his prize from Don Ryan,
Ryan Chilling Group.
Winner of nearest the pin was Kevin Roden (right),
pictured with Don Ryan, Ryan Chilling Group.
Class 1 winner Liam Hoctor, Hoctor Refrigeration,
with Don Ryan, Ryan Chilling Group.
Michael Clancy, overall winner of the RACGS Captain’s Day receiving his prize
from RACGS Captain John Ryan.
John Ryan, RACGS Captain, looks on as Don Ryan of Ryan Chilling Group
presents Pat Guilfoyle from Sirus Group with the visitors’ prize.
RACGS GOLF
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Three new-capacity outdoor 
units have been added, extending the 
number of outdoor models to eight, and
capacity from 3.3kW to 10.6kW. In addition, 
a new 1.5kW indoor unit has been introduced
to meet a changing market where smaller
buildings and higher levels of insulation 
mean smaller indoor units can be specified. 
It is priced accordingly and is a approximately
8% cheaper than the 1.8kW model.
A big benefit for trade customers is the
common indoor wall and floor unit designs
used for both MonoZone and MultiZone
installations, simplifying installer selection,
stock control and improved aesthetics where
single and multi combinations are installed
within the same building.
The whole range has improved ESEER of 
up to 7.15 and SCOP of up to 4.33 
(depending on the model), with cooling
performances up by as much as 18% and
heating performances by up to 11%. 
Heating capacities have also been improved
by up to 22% at -7oC. 
In addition, sound levels have been 
reduced by as much as -5dB, while standby
power consumption is down by an impressive
89% in some cases. The indoor units benefit
from Hitachi’s Eco sensor which operates in
two steps – at 20 minutes and 60 minutes   
without human activity being detected within
range of the sensor. This adjusts the heating or 
cooling temperatures to maximise energy
savings. Meanwhile, a vertical and horizontal
“Auto Swing” can be combined to circulate
airflow evenly around the room to avoid hot
or cold spots.
Hitachi’s exclusive new “Leave Home”
remote control timer enables temperatures of
between 10DC and 16DC to be selected and
programmed to stop room temperatures
dropping too low if areas will be unoccupied
for an extended period of up to 99 days.
Contact: Fergus Daly,  
Area Sales Manager, Hitachi Ireland. 
Tel: 01– 216 4406; Mobile: 087 – 277 9505; 
email: fergus.daly@hitachi-eu.com  ■
Hitachi’s new Multi
Splits range expanded
to meet changing
market conditions    
As part of its continuing product research and
development activities, Hitachi has launched an
updated and expanded MultiZone product range
that includes both indoor and outdoor units. 
Cooling performances are up by as much as
18% and heating performances by up to 11%.‘
Common indoor wall and floor unit
designs are used for both MonoZone 
and MultiZone installations
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CIBSE golf and
Christmas lunch 
CIBSE NEWS
David Doherty has been elected
Chairman of CIBSE Ireland, taking over
the role from Sean Dowd who did
more years than many in his various
roles on the committee. David has
been an active member on the CIBSE
Ireland committee since 2010, having
started in the role of Secretary.
Assisting David on the committee 
are Vice-Chairman Brian West,
Treasurer Damien Flynn and Paul
Martin in the role of Secretary. The
AGM was held at the Sandymount
Hotel and was well attended with a
small networking reception afterwards.
Looking forward to the year ahead,
CIBSE is planning some interesting
CPDs with a concentration on regional
site visits to serve the membership
interest outside the capital. 
One of the confirmed CPDs will 
be on thermal modelling to improve
efficiencies while another provisional
ambitious plan as part of the
SLL/UNESCO Year of Light is to
illuminate the heritage site at
Newgrange for a single night.
CIBSE Ireland represents nearly 800
members who are mainly concentrated
around Dublin and Cork with the
remainder spread fairly evenly
throughout the rest of the country.
Chairman David Doherty
commented: “We have a busy calendar
of events ahead and I would encourage
all members to get involved. We are
looking for new members to join the
committee all the time”. 
Annual golf outing
There is also a very strong social
calendar. The first social event will be
the CIBSE Golf outing on 4 September
next at Castleknock Golf Club. As
usual, the day will begin with tea,
coffee and scones on arrival with
“goody bags” bags being handed 
out to all as they check in. 
This year there are a number of
notable changes, not least being the
shot-gun start. This will allow
participants block off just a half day
from the office while also facilitating
everyone sitting down together at
approximately 7pm for the meal and
presentation of prizes.
Gold category sponsor on the day 
is Daikin Ireland while the silver and
bronze sponsor categories will be
announced shortly. Companies and
individuals can also sponsor a tee box,
or a number of them.
The main competition will be the
four-person team scramble for the 
PJ Doyle Trophy with prizes also for
Nearest the Pin, Longest Drive and
Inside the Pro. The event has yet to 
see a hole-in-one but, as per previous
years, the first person to do it on the
day will win a car.
Christmas lunch
Plans are also at an advanced stage for
the CIBSE Ireland Christmas lunch. This
is now undoubtedly the biggest building
servicers networking opportunity of the
year and, with so many disappointed
last year because of space restrictions,
it has now moved to the Ballsbridge
Hotel, Dublin 4. 
Building Services News will have 
full details in our next issue but, 
given the popularity of this event, 
we advise those interested in 
attending to register immediately 
at www.cibseireland.org ■
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Newly-elected CIBSE Ireland
Chairman David Doherty.
Entry fees
Golf and Dinner – €450 per team;
Golf Only – €300 per team;
Dinner Only – €50 per person.
Booking: Book online at
www.cibseireland.org
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Mitsubishi Electric Ireland has appointed
Richard Sherlock Field Sales Manager for
the Air-conditioning and Heating
Divisions for the Irish Branch. Richard
brings a wealth of experience to his new
role, having worked in the industry for
the past 12 years with companies such as
Chadwicks, Heat Merchants and Daikin.
“I am delighted to have the opportunity
to join and head up the sales team of
the market leader in our industry”, 
says Richard.
Having recently graduated from the
UCD Smurfit Graduate Business School
with an MBA, Richard feels that his
experience and business knowledge 
will ensure that Mitsubishi Electric increases
its market share in this key business sector.
Ciarán Moody, General Manager of
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland, told Building
Services News: “Richard’s knowledge base
of the industry and his drive for success
make him the ideal candidate to spearhead
further expansion of our business across 
the heating and air-conditioning market 
in Ireland.”
Another new appointment is that of
Daragh O’Neill as Operations Manager for
the Air-conditioning and Heating Divisions.
Daragh has worked with Mitsubishi Electric
for over 22 years and has held various
positions throughout this time. 
In 1993 he first assumed the role of
Service Administrator but was quickly
promoted to Internal Sales in 1995. By 
1997 Daragh was appointed External Sales
Manager for the Eastern Region. Some of
Daragh’s new responsibilities as Operations
Manager include coordinating the internal
sales team, pre-sales design and application
support, logistics, marketing support,
technical operations and post-sales support. 
Daragh sees increasing the productivity
and efficiency of the internal structure and
organisation of Mitsubishi Electric as a basis
for the future success and growth of the
company. Commenting on his new role,
Daragh says: “I look forward to the
challenges this role presents and I am happy
that the changes within the organisation
mean I will take on more and more
responsibilities”.
Ciaran Moody commented: “For over 30
years Mitsubishi Electric has worked closely
with our customers in Ireland, helping them
to overcome their business challenges by
providing innovative technologies, high-
quality products and tailored solutions. 
“One of the key reasons why we are
market leaders has been our commitment
to, and our support of, our business
partners in the air-conditioning and heating
sectors. We recognise that we need to
continue to help our partners meet the
challenges presented to us all collectively
and Daragh’s appointment will ensure that
our internal sales, support and technical
divisions are focused on doing just that”. 
Contact: Mitsubishi Electric Ireland. 
Tel: 01 – 419 8800; 
email sales.info@meir.mee.com;
www.mitsubishielectric.ie ■
Major management
appointments at
Mitsubishi Electric
Ireland 
Richard Sherlock, Field Sales Manager,
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland Air-conditioning 
and Heating Divisions
Daragh O’Neill, new Operations Manager for
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland Air-conditioning and
Heating Divisions.
One of the key
reasons why we are
market leaders has
been our commitment to,
and our support for, our
business partners in the
air-conditioning and
heating sectors. 
‘
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Many of you will be familiar with 
IES Ltd and IESVE software, which is 
used in Ireland and the UK for building
performance simulation and analysis of
buildings. Typical applications for using
IESVE software are often necessary for
new construction projects in Ireland, e.g.
Part L Compliance. However, things are
quite different in North America. 
I graduated from DIT Bolton Street’s
building services engineering course in
2006 with a 1st Class Honours Degree
having come up through the diploma
courses which was hugely valuable to
me, even today. White Young Green
(WYG) were generous enough to give
me a start as a graduate building services
engineer in 2006 as I had also gained
valuable work-experience during the
previous summer with them. 
IES opened an office in Dublin in 2007
and I was keen to join with such an
innovative and ever-expanding company.
At the official Dublin office opening 
I met Dr Don McLean (IES founder and
CEO) and walked away inspired by his
enthusiasm for making a difference in
the world by way of sustainable building
design through technology.  
While working in the IES Dublin office
I was fortunate to work on some great
consulting projects for the Office of
Public Works and a few international
projects too in the UK, the US, Australia
and the UAE. These international projects
gave me an appreciation for building
performance benchmarking under
different codes and standards. I also
began to understand what real
sustainable design meant versus 
making design decisions simply to play
the system, or simply in order to “get 
the certificate”.  
At IES a huge portion of our activity is
driven by various energy rating systems.
In North America, those rating systems
can often be voluntary (eg LEED)
It is a pleasure to share
my experiences abroad
with you as a building
services engineer who left
Dublin in 2008. During the
past seven years I’ve been
working all over North
America as a project
manager and business
development manager with
Integrated Environmental
Solutions Ltd (IES). 
Successful life out West
Liam and Alayne 
enjoying a night  
out in Boston.
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A Postcard
from Abroad
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depending on the region or building
owner. You need to know your IECC/
ASHRAE Standards as much as the local
rating systems. This complex challenge
was one of the reasons I moved to work
in the IES Boston office in 2008. Six years
later, I would move west again. 
Settling into life in Boston
I was lucky in three areas: visa, work and
accommodation. First, if you move to the
US to work (outside of a J1 student visa)
you will likely need either an H-1 
or L-1 visa, although there are other 
less common options.  The L-1 visa is
essentially an intra-company transfer, so
IES were supportive of the move. With
an H-1 you could be applying to a new
company, so there’s a risk involved for
the employer. The one thing they have in
common is the profound stress involved. 
Second, with my work at IES, it was
somewhat “business-as-usual“ and I was
performing a similar role to the one I
had in our Dublin office, plus I already
knew my colleagues (we are a tight-knit
group at IES). 
Third, IES were generous enough to
have a furnished apartment for me to
move into. The view from my roof deck
includes the Massachusetts State House,
the Charles River and Boston Commons. 
Boston itself is a fantastic city with a
large and welcoming Irish community. 
It is also a huge sports-centric city and
there is always a Boston-based team
involved in some play-offs. There are
legacy neighbourhoods — the Irish are 
in Southie, the Italians are in the North
End, there’s a Polish neighbourhood 
and, as always, a Chinatown. 
Working in Boston was not without its
challenges. There were the dreaded IP
units, which at the time felt like being
forced to learn how to speak Latin…
why, oh why, have you not evolved?  The
toughest challenge was trying to convince
a design team to consider something 
like mixed-mode ventilation, which was
strangely considered a new concept. 
I was shocked to learn how
conservatively the New England AEC
industry perceived high-performance
building design. I was yearning for an
equivalent to the EU’s EPBD or Ireland’s
Part L. Years later, my role has evolved 
to encompass a much bigger region 
and I’ve had a chance to see how 
other locations embrace high-
performance design. 
My role in North America today 
Today my region is North America. Yes, 
it is a massive geographical spread and
involves a lot of travel, but that’s part 
of the business development challenge
that IES has given me. 
In my first six years in North America 
I was primarily focused on the East Coast,
which I loved. I’ve had some interesting
experiences along the way. For instance,
one evening in Washington DC I went to
see the White House and take in some
US history. However, what I recall most
clearly from that visit was looking up at
one of the few snipers on the roof. 
About 10 months ago I left Boston 
and moved west to the IES San Francisco
Boston skyline view from Liam’s apartment roof deck.
Liam pictured outside the White House.
Note the sniper on the roof.
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office in order to support a new state-
wide compliance for building energy
benchmarking. This time I moved with
my girlfriend Alayne and dog Oscar. My
work has mostly been focussed on the
west coast now, particularly in California. 
The San Francisco Bay Area is still
experiencing a huge tech-boom and
there are constantly large volumes of
people moving here. The apartment
monthly rental costs are now $3,000-
$5,000 (€2,750-€4,500). I feel sorry for 
the older locals of San Francisco who 
feel the artsy vibe to the city is now
drowning with young techies.
It is a very different settling process on
the West Coast. The time-zone difference
to Ireland is now eight hours, there is a
different culture to the harsh East Coast
people and a different sense of humour.
However, the AEC industry is an
improvement. Sadly, 98% of California 
is currently categorised as being in
“exceptional” drought, which is the
worst level of drought and the worst 
in 163 years of record keeping. 
You don’t need to convince anyone
here about climate change. California
has the most net-zero energy buildings
in the US and there is a strict energy
rating standard in place. 
Earlier this year I was working with 
the US Navy in Honolulu. I took an open-
door helicopter tour over Pearl Harbour
on my day off and got some excellent
scenic photos. However, the ones that
interested me most were of the endless
rows of solar-panelled homes and
buildings. In Hawaii, they pay $0.25-
$0.33/kWh for electricity, so PV makes 
a lot of sense. Note: The US average is
~10-11cents/kWh. Just imagine being 
the odd-one-out in this neighbourhood. 
Each place I go to is different and I’d
sum up the US engineering culture as
diverse and regional. In my day-to-day
work I deal with various professionals
including building physics engineers,
architects, software developers,
architectural engineers, contractors,
energy modellers, mechanical engineers,
and energy consultants. I also deal with
lots of people involved in policy, from
the Canadian Green Building Council 
to the California Energy Commission. 
I’m very proud of my engineering
background in Ireland and made sure to
return to earn my Chartered Engineering
status in 2010. I did a part-time Master’s
degree in Brunel University in London
during 2006-2009 but, if I’m honest, it
didn’t compare to the education that 
DIT Bolton Street gave me. 
For my B. Eng. Thesis I studied the
effects of a below-ground thermal
labyrinth. Then years later I was heavily
involved in one for a hospital in Western
Canada. Outdoor air is “bounced”
through this below-ground maze, thus
utilising the thermal storage of the soil
and concrete to pre-heat the outdoor air
in winter and pre-cool the outdoor air 
in summer. The tempered outdoor air is
then fed into the back of two dedicated
outdoor air system air handling units. 
Something a lecturer in DIT, Chris
Montague, said always stayed with me:
“The design team won’t consider it if 
you don’t speak up and suggest it.”
Thanks for that Chris! 
My final thought
While I combine lessons from both my
training in Ireland and experiences in
North America, there are cases that
aren’t comparable. There’s always room
for comparing and contrasting the
different approaches to environmental
engineering and building services, and 
I would encourage everyone to take the
differences into consideration in any
decision to move abroad. Overall, I’m
glad I made the move west just over
seven years ago and I’m happy with the
work I’m doing in the US. However, 
I never could have excelled as much
without my training and encouragement
from home and from IES. ■
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Below ground thermal labrynth for hospital in Western Canada.
PV rooftop installations in Honolulu.
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BTU golf and social in Delgany 
Golf News
The BTU golf outing and social evening held in Delgany recently proved
extremely successful with a very large attendance participating. Sponsor was
Versatile and Bill, Andrew and Catherine Treacy provided their usual array of
quality prizes, as well as helping set a very relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere.
As is now customary with this mid-summer outing, the golf is but a prelude 
to a fun-filled social evening with excellent food, good music, dancing and a
late-night sing song that goes on well in to the early hours of the next day.
The  ladies competition saw a field of 12 compete for the main prize. Overall
winner was Anne O’Neill, H30 with 18pts while Pauline Littlefield, H32 with
14pts was the runner-up.
Men’s results
Overall Winner 
John Littlefield, H17, 36pts (back nine)
Class 1
Winner: Brendan Keaveny, H11, 36pts
Runner-up: Dermot Ryan, H9, 30pts
Class 2
Winner: Maurice Kelly, H14, 32pts
Runner-up: Liam Tobin, H14, 30pts
Class 3
Winner: Michael Murphy, H26, 30pts
Runner-up: Vincent Broderick, H18 29pts
Front nine
Joe Warren, H12, 17pts
Back nine
Rory O’Hanlon, H13, 17pts
Left: Master of ceremonies Vincent
Broderick with BTU Captain Seamus
Kearney, overall winner John Littlefield
(shyly hiding behind his prize!) and George
Madden, Versatile.
BTU Captain Seamus Kearney with Pauline
Littlefield, runner-up in the ladies
competition and George Madden, Versatile.
BTU Captain Seamus Kearney with Anne
O’Neill, winner of the ladies competition
and George Madden, Versatile.
BTU Captain Seamus Kearney with Brendan
Keaveny, winner Class 1 and George
Madden, Versatile.
BTU Captain Seamus Kearney with Michael
Murphy, winner Class 3 and George
Madden, Versatile.
BTU Captain Seamus Kearney with Vincent
Broderick, runner-up Classs 3 and George
Madden, Versatile.
BTU Captain Seamus Kearney with Maurice
Kelly, winner Class 2 and George Madden,
Versatile.
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acting as lead services coordinator. 
The design drawings were merged 
and modelled at an early stage in a bid
to speed up install, avoid clashes and
stop program delays onsite.
Niall Bourke, Managing Director 
T Bourke & Co, commented: “There
were certain pinch-points getting
services into the lab areas but the
coordinated BIM models really helped. 
I do believe it avoided clashes and
speeded up install onsite”. 
The services are exposed in large
areas of the building so any errors 
could be visible later. This building
follows on a long list of laboratory-
type buildings that T Bourke & Co 
has become specialists in, including
Agricultural Labs in Backweston, UCD
Science Labs and DCC Laboratories. 
The building is nearing completion,
with filling, flushing, chemical cleaning,
commissioning and testing commencing
shortly. Its finish will see one more
element of the DIT faculty move out of
its city centre campuses which, in the
long term, will see the creation of a new
hybrid campus in Dublin’s north side.  ■
In one corner of the site one structure
nearing completion is the new DIT
Research Hub building. Although it is
not one of the largest on the campus, 
it is certainly one of the most
challenging from a services point of
view. The five-storey building houses
laboratories, offices and lecture rooms.
While conventional in certain areas with
radiators and trench heaters providing
heating to the spaces, it is complex in
other zones with vacuum, compressed
air and natural gas to lab benches. 
The low pressure hot water (LPHW)
system is designed at condensing
temperatures with two modern eco
condensing boilers to allow for
redundancy and services options. 
The design also incorporates natural
ventilation, a heat recovery wheel 
and heat recovery coils on lab extract. 
The system design is also future-
proofed with the provision of district
heating mains connection via a plate
heat exchanger. As part of the overall
campus scheme, a central energy 
centre is planned with a network of
distribution pipework to be linked
throughout the site. Work has already
commenced on parts of this scheme. 
On the chilled side, a roof-top chiller
is positioned behind a louvered services
courtyard which provides cooling to
designated areas via fan coil units and
air handling units with local control.
The green element of the building’s
services includes rainwater harvesting
whereby rain water is collected from
the roof, filtered and used in toilets. 
Hot water is pre-heated by a bank 
of solar tubes on the south facing
penthouse rooftop and topped up 
when necessary by direct gas fired
water heaters. The installed BMS 
system is also linked back to DIT for
remote monitoring. 
Unique to the building is the
ventilation system. As there are several
fume cupboards located throughout 
the laboratories, it is critical that their
operation is correct. A bespoke duct-
mounted room ventilation control 
valve on both supply and extract
regulates the set room pressure. It
compensates for changes in air pressure
(fume cupboard operation) by
increasing airflow when pressure 
drops within its specified range. This
maintains a constant air pressure in 
the space at all times. 
While the services may be complicated
in areas, the building was fully modelled
on Autodesk Revit with T Bourke & Co
T Bourke uses
coordinated BIM models
at Grangegorman   
Covering a site of 73 acres, Grangegorman is
one of Ireland’s largest ongoing developments.
A mixed-use campus consisting of education,
health, sports and residential, it will be the
new Dublin landmark third-level education
and living complex for Dublin Institute of
Technology (DIT) when finished. 
“There were certain pinch-points getting
services into the lab areas but the coordinated
BIM models really helped”. 
The Team
Main contractor: BAM 
Architects: BDP, RKD (client)
Services consultant: Ethos 
Engineering, Arup (client). 
Mechanical contractor: T Bourke & Co
Electrical contractor: Precision Electric
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Today, more than ever, good business is about mutually-
beneficial and well-balanced trading partnerships. Creating,
sustaining and growing such partnerships is a demanding
process that, in addition to the delivery of quality products and
services, requires informed communication. Existing and
potential clients need to know about, and fully understand, what
you provide. Building Services News is the means by which to
do that. We are the partner that bridges that communications
gap and helps you cement the partnerships that underpin your
business.
Building Services News delivers results
Building your
business
requires 
trusted partners
Find us on
Facebook
Visit our website:
buildingservicesnews.com
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FOR REAL SAVINGS 
AT HOME, CHOOSE THE 
AQUAREA HEATING 
& HOT WATER SYSTEM
5,08
For more details, visit: www.aircon.panasonic.ie
Panasonic’s Aquarea range of heat pumps deliver major energy 
savings thanks to its incredible effi ciency even at -20 °C
Aquarea is part of a new generation of heating systems that use a renewable, free energy
source (the air) to heat or cool the home and to produce hot water:
· Extremely high effi ciency (COP of 5.08 for new 5 kW Mono-Bloc unit)
· Line up developed for low consumption homes (starting at 3 kW)
· T-CAP solution is ideal for cold areas, as it maintains the nominal capacity up to -20 °C
· Easy to control with your smart phone (using an optional interface)
· Large range of effi cient tanks for domestic hot water storage
7 year warranty when installed by 
a Panasonic PRO Partner. Contact 
Panasonic for further details. Cost 
option
UK AD AQUAREA 15.indd   1 31/07/15   11:40
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